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chapter 1

Introduction

"Hydroponics is the most efficient way of production for a sustainable market in
the future"
- Stephanie Mohammed

This study describes the design and test definition of a hydroponic system
that enable office spaces to grow their own leafy greens. This study is per-
formed for Hollbium AB, a Startup company based in Stockholm. The thesis
focuses on scalability as well as a mapping between user needs to require-
ments. More precisely, the research explores ways to reduce fabrication costs
and facilitate manufacturing while addressing sustainability goals. Several
trade-offs related to cost and sustainability are studied.

 . problem

The company has developed an MVP that provides the necessary features
of operation. This MVP serves as a tool to gather feedback from identified
stakeholders. Although, the scalability of the product is limited and not
efficient. Several off-the-shelf modules are used to constitute the system. A
specific design can address all user needs and sustainability requirements.

 . goal

The goal is to provide a ready for production PCB design that addresses all
stakeholder needs and a set of tests to perform after manufacturing.
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 . ethics and sustainability

Food is a basic need for every living being. Over the course of the history, hu-
manity has developed ways to maximize agricultural yield. This optimization
problem was solved by increasing the energy subsidies to the farmers[].
Yield maximization has traditionally been made by exploiting the environ-

ment, genetically altering plants and developing pesticides to avoid invasive
insects. Fortunately, in the recent decades, the environmental wellness vari-
able has been added to the equation to be optimized. This variable depends
on the processes and resources that are needed from the seed to the market.
Some of these processes are plant growth, shipping and storage.
With the improvement of logistics and international trade the need of

producing the crops locally has almost disappeared.
Solutions that promote urban farming could benefit from the high levels

of carbon dioxide in the cities. Several studies show that plant growth is
dependent on carbon dioxide levels[][]. Growing leafy greens inside the
city does not only reduce the emissions due to shipping but it also promotes
carbon capture and yield.

RoHS Restriction of Hazardous Substances is an European directive that sets
the limit of various hazardous materials that must not be found in electronic
devices. The system is designed to comply with this directive by selecting
components and processes that do not involve the use of these materials.

 . methodology

The design has been created by extracting user needs and evaluating different
trade-offs. The simulations have been performed in a Pspice based simula-
tor from KiCAD and in SimSmith for antenna impedance matching. Other
calculations have been performed in Python Jupyter Notebooks.

 . delimitations

Even if this project is highly aimed for sustainability, the design will not be
driven by a Life Cycle Assessment due to the complexity of the task itself. The
thesis will focus on the system design from the hardware perspective but will
not have a deep software development. The research provides an adequate
sizing of the electronic capabilities that also imply energy and cost trade-offs
in the most energy demanding parts of the system.

 . outline

This thesis starts by giving a theoretical basis and context to the project. The
key points of the project are researched and the most salient and relevant
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findings of the literature are collected. Afterwards, the development flow is
selected according to the aim of the project and the values of the company.
The next chapter reports the development, the research outcomes serve as
inputs for the development. Several options are explored for each input. The
decision on which input to put into the final design is compared by means of
methods such as trade-offmatrices. In the next chapter the resulting designs
are shown and explained as well as the starting version of the system. A
comparison between iterations is performed in order to select one. In the
following chapter, the discussion, is where the results are analysed and the
next steps are proposed.
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Literature Review

Plants perform several processes that would be useful for the reader to
have basic understanding of. These processes will serve as guideliens

for the component selection and requirements later in the project. A good
overview can be found in the sections . and . in the book by Mohammed
[]. It is in the interest of this project to understand the requirements that
plants have to design the system accordingly. The basic needs of the plants
are light, water and nutrients.
The light is a key necessity for the plant. More specifically, applying light

from different spectra produce different responses of the plant which is often
used to enhance growth and optimize the energy spent in lighting []. The
study by McCree [] suggests that "... the same basic shape of the curve was
encountered in all of the plants...". Although, there were some variations of
the response in the UV and blue light spectra for some species. It is not in
the scope of this development to optimize the growth up to that stage. Even
though, there will be room for spectrum selection. The PAR defined as the
wavelength range in which pigments absorb light. This range is between 
nm and  nm with a reflectance peak at  nm which is responsible for the
green color of plants []. When developing artificial lighting solutions with
the aim of maximizing yield, the focus is to produce light in the PAR range.
This does not mean that plants are not influenced by the effect of other spectra.
For example, a mixture of red and far red will cause the plant to prioritize
growth. This is due to the inaction of phytochrome that makes the plant to
allocate resources in order "to cope with a more stress-inducing environment,
where competition of light is intensified and resources can become limiting"
[]
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Hydroponics is the technique of growing plants without soil []. The
plant obtains the nutrients from a solution in which it is partially submerged.
At the same time there is a source of light that enables photosynthesis and
consequently plant growth. If no further consideration is made, the plant
would finish the oxygen dissolved in the water. This is why it is a common
practice to add an air pump that will keep the water oxygenated. On the other
hand, there are passive methods in order to keep the water oxygenated such
as the Kratky [] method that keeps part of the roots out of the nutrient
solution. The non submerged roots, which are humid, absorb the oxygen from
the air. The moisture enhances the process of absorption of oxygen .
Aeroponics has a similar operation principle as hydroponics. This opera-

tion consists on the use of a variety of "devices to create a fine mist of solution
to enable nutrient convey to plant roots" []
There are several advantages of these two systems with respect to tradi-

tional soil-based agriculture. Firstly, against common reasoning, it requires
less water; "Hydroponic farming however is so efficient that it uses just %
of water used by soil-based agriculture."[]
It is a common practice to read pH and EC in order to track nutrient levels

in the hydroponic solution. EC sensors read the electrical conductivity of the
solution. On the other hand, pH sensors read the concentration of hydrogen
ions (H+) which provides an indication of acidity/alkalinity level. Both EC
and pH are important parameters to track since they vary with respect to
the ions solved in the solution. However, it does not give a clear picture on
imbalances of different nutrients []. Nutrient Ion variation depends on crop
species []. This makes it impractical to perform a model for each of the
species. In addition, the hydroponic system developed in this project grows
several species at the same time adding more complexity to the model. These
sensors drift over time and calibration is needed in order to provide proper
parameter reading. Therefore, automation at low scale cultivation can be
considered futile.
The recent study by Cho et al. [] shows promising results in the use

of ion-selective electrodes in hydroponics systems. These probes can read
concentrations of specific ions present in a solution. Concentration levels
can be measured by using several of these probes (each of them galvanically
isolated) to be input into a Neural Network. This neural network is a simple
feedforward network with one hidden layer and it is already able to predict
NO3, K, Ca with a coefficient of determination R2 higher than . for the pre-
viously mentioned elements and . for Mg. Unfortunately, this technology
is still expensive and imply a big cost for small scale cultivation.
IoT is becoming more and more popular due to the large featureset and

maintainability that it brings to embedded systems. However, a major con-
cern that has arisen at the same time is the cybersecurity issue. This is one
of the reasons why the literature[] suggests that an ecosystem should be
present in order to enable this technology. Nikolov [] research brings an
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applicable OTA update strategy applicable to this project. OTA updates are
key to boost maintainability as the firmware is updated after sales, lowering
after sales costs. Manual updates for all deployed systems would mean a
great cost in service hours compared to the initial investment of a connected
device. For a competitive market where time to market is key, it enables an
early deployment with bare-bones firmware that can be improved afterwards.
Although, Nikolov [] points out that the boot loader section of the memory
may not be updated in many cases due to the possibility of corruption. The
initial investment is also increased by OTA updates since the firmware space
has to be doubled in order to download the updated firmware and run it after
reset while keeping the operation stable.
Modern PCBs are manufactured in panels. These panels contain several

copies of the desired design in case of high volume manufacturing. Otherwise,
the design will exist in a panel that contain several other designs. By having
your own panel, built in tests can be performed to several boards at the same
time and reduce testing time.
Nowadays, the industry has been automated to a point where the goal

in order to scale a product is to use as many SMD components as possible.
The reason is that a pick and place machine can place all components auto-
matically. The way it operates is by placing reels or tubes that the machine
will place in the board to be soldered. On the other hand, THC requires
a person that will place all components making it less cost and time effec-
tive. Furthermore, human labour is more prone to error than an automated
machine.
In order to perform test and check the status of several parts of the PCB,

test points are placed. Tests points provide a means of testing different parts
of the circuit that are not generally accessible. This happens most commonly
in SMD since the pads are usually very small and in some cases are hidden,
e.g. BGA, QFN packaging.
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Methodology

 . selection

The model used in this project is the V-Model. The "V" in the name is
inspired in the graphical shape of the development flow []. Furthermore,

the "V" also stands for validation.
The reason for this choice is to ensure that there is a validation at every

level of development to ensure a robust product that maps user needs to the
final product by means of specific tests. Kappelman, McKeeman, and Zhang
[] state in Table  that the nd most important warning sign in project
failure is Functional, performance, and reliability requirements and scope are
not documented (Schmidt et al., ), the th Project stakeholders have not
been interviewed for project requirements (Ward, ) and th Undefined project
success criteria. These signs score more than  out of  points in level of
importance. Furthermore, Standish Group reported in the Chaos Report []
that the most important factor of success is User Involvement which scored
% as well as Executive Sponsorship, Emotional Maturity and Optimization.
The V-Model can be seen in Figure .. It is noticeable how for every step

of the methodology there is a validation step that traces requirements into
tests. This degree project focuses on the left side of this V model that deals
with defining the tests, requirements and design.

.. Stakeholder needs

The first step of the methodology is to identify the needs of the stakehold-
ers. For this step there has to be an active communication with customers,
developers, users, and technicians.
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This section will be tightly related to the acceptance test (section ..). It
states the results expected by the stakeholders.

.. Sustainability assessment

This part extracts the directives (e.g RoHS) in order to prevent selecting
components that do not follow what the law requires and ultimately do not
align with the sustainability aim of the company.

.. System requirements

Having the Stakeholder needs as an input, we need to define the overall
system requirements. These system requirements express "What the system
should do".

.. Subsystem requirements

At this stage the subsystems requirements are described (e.g watering system)
and the requirements from the previous stage are translated into a lower level
set of requirements.

.. Component requirements

This section explores which components and topologies are needed. It is
where the available components in the market are explored. The design might
have an optimal value for a specific resistor but the market may only be able
to provide a close value for that resistor within a certain tolerance. In order to
address these choices energy efficiency; cost and performance are explored.

.. Component test

This section addresses the test of specific parts of the subsystems. It includes
communication lines, oscillators, etc.

.. Integration test

This test set deals with the function of each of the subsystems and how
different parts of the system might affect other parts (e.g. a motor current
spike might affect the stability of the microcontroller).

.. System test

This part is responsible for verifying that the system performs as expected.
This part can be revealing since all the developers involved can have a clear
picture on what the colleagues were envisioning and give better feedback.
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.. Acceptance test

This is the final step in which the stakeholders would be involved. It deter-
mines if the identified needs have been fulfilled by the design.
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 . tools

In order to develop this system the appropriate tools have to be selected. The
research suggests that for projects that do not have a big complexity, the PCB
CAE software selection is not trivial.
Due to the limited resources of Startups it is a common practice to use

free software. In the last  years CERN has made important contributions
to KiCAD improving the quality of the program. This software enables free
PCB development. However, competitor’s software such as Altium Designer
enables faster development. In order to select the right software the options
have to be considered. The programs that are most commonly used in the
industry are presented in Table .

Category/Criteria DipTrace Eagle KiCAD OrCAD PADS Altium
Target user hobbyists hobbyists hobbyists professionals professionals professionals
Price Range Free Free Free $, $, $,

Learning Curve A B C D D C
Support/Help/Tutorials B A B C B B
User Interface/Navigation B B C D F A
Personalization Options D C A D B B

Schematic Editor
Placing and editing components B B C B C A

Placing and editing
electrical objects

B C C B B A

Placing and editing
graphical objects

C C B B B B

Annotation C B A B B B
Overall Schematic Editor C C B B B B

Schematic Library Editor
Adding pins and
component shape

B B A B B A

Defining connection
type and descriptions

B B B C C A

Multi-part schematic component B C C C C B
Integration with PCB footprint

and PCB library
C C D D C A

Adding simulation properties N/A N/A D B A C
Overall

Schematic Library Editor
B C C C C A

PCB Library Editor
Defining and placing pads B C B B B A
Custom/irregular shapes B B C B B B

D visual A D B C D A
Defining other layers
around footprint

B C C A B A

Overall
PCB Library Editor

B C C B B A

Other Criteria
Database Management N/A N/A B B C B

PCB Routing B C A C C B
Net Management B B B A B B
D Visualization A D B C D A
Error Debugging B C A B B A
RF Design C C B B B B
FPGA Design N/A N/A N/A C A C
File Generation A A B C B A

Table .: PCB CAE comparison []
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The software that was chosen for this project is KiCAD. This choice was
justified by existing knowledge of the program and due to the capabilities in
relation to its price. The use of Altium Designer would not be justified for a
single product even though the productivity would be greater.
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Research and Design

 . stakeholder needs

Figure .: Cloud Diagram

In order to determine the needs of every stakeholder, the system interface has
to be described. The system is serviced to harvest the plants, refill nutrients
and water and to replant. The period has been established as  weeks. This
period depends on solution consumption (varies among plants) plant growth,
etc. This is why internet connectivity is necessary. The system will monitor
the essential parameters in order to schedule a service visit. Due to the fact
that a large amount of devices is intended to be placed on customer premises,
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OTA updates will be key to decrease time to market since a first minimal
release can be flashed to the units and over time the firmware can be improved
without requiring physical access to the device. A key feature is the ability to
track parameters of the plant to test different control algorithms and nutrient
solutions that might have a different response in different species. Fault
reporting and user feedback serve as valuable inputs for the company and
receiving it in an organised and structured way can be key when high volumes
are achieved.

STAKEHOLDER ID USER NEED

Hollbium

A Maintain a humid growth medium
B Provide growing light to the plants at a desired time
C Know where the Loops are and activity state
D Let clients know when and how to harvest

Client (company)

E Know how much electricity and water the loop uses
F Know that every loop is working properly

G
Know when a problem is arising and when service is

going to fix it
H User satisfaction indicator
I Office light

Users (co-workers)
J: Knowledge on how to interact with the system
K The user can turn on and off the system
L The user can control the watering system
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 . system requirements

.. User need A: Maintain a humid growth medium

SPECIFICATION ID SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

The system has to provide water
to the plant medium

A..
An input is given and the system
directs water to the medium

A..
A device transports water to the

medium

A..
If an input is given and there is no
water left the system does not

output water

A..
The tubes in the reservoir reach the

lowest level of the tank

A..
The system senses the moisture of

the medium
A.. The system should operate silently

The system has to track how
much water is left A..

The system can detect if the water
is low and this level should be
enough so that the pump can
operate for a period of  days

without being refilled

The system stores water inside A..
The reservoir has enough water to
sustain the plant between service

visits

Table .: User need A: Specification and System Requirement mapping

.. User need B: Provide growing light to the plants at a desired time

SPECIFICATION ID SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

The system controls the growing
light for the plants

B..
An input, ON/OFF is given and the

growing light follows

B..
The lights are scheduled and the
systems turns them on and off at

those times

Table .: User need B: Specification and System Requirement mapping
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.. User need C: Know where the loops are and activity state

SPECIFICATION ID SYSTEM REQUIREMENT
Internet connection C.. The system has a Wifi Module

Hollbium has access to a list / map of all the loops
and the state of the loops

C..
The loop has a way to report

its state and receive
commands

Table .: User need C: Specification and System Requirement mapping

.. User need D: Let the clients know when and how to harvest

.. User need E: Know how much electricity and water the system uses

SPECIFICATION ID SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

Electricity use monitoring
E..

The board calculates the electricity
consumption

E..
The client has a way to check statistics on

energy consumption

Water use monitoring E..
The client has a way to check statistics on water

consumption

Table .: User need E: Specification and System Requirement mapping

.. User need F: Know that every loop is working properly

.. User need G: Know when a problem is arising and when service is going to
fix it

.. User need H: User satisfaction indicator

.. User need I: Office light

SPECIFICATION ID SYSTEM REQUIREMENT

Remote and on the spot
office light control

I..
The light is controlled from  to

%
I.. The light is controlled from a server

I..
The light is controlled by an
interface in The Loop

Table .: User need I: Specification and System Requirement mapping
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.. User need J: Knowledge on how to interact with the system

.. User need K: The user can turn the system ON and OFF

.. User need L: The user can control the watering system

 . subsystems

Given the system requirements and needs given in the previous section, the
subsystems can be defined in response to those needs. The first step to be
taken is to draw a context diagram (Figure .) still at a high level. This is
how the building blocks are organized in the schematic.

SYSTEM

PUMPING

SUBSYSTEM WIFI 

SUBSYSTEM

MCU

MEDIUM 

MOISTURE

SENSOR

LIGHTING

SUBSYSTEM

THERMOMETER

SUBSYSTEM

TANK

SUBSYSTEM

NUTRIENT

PUMP

RUN / STOP 

COMMANDS

S
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Figure .: Context Diagram for the hydroponics board
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.. Lighting subsystem

The plants held by the system require of light as discussed in the introduction.
Futhermore, the requirements specify that the system has to be able to provide
light that is comfortable to the user. Therefore, the spectra of the light has to
comply with both plant and user needs.
The area has to be determined in order to calculate how much irradiance

the plants are receiving. The distance between the luminaire and the plants is
d = 15cm. The area to be illuminated is composed by h = 1.5m of height and
w = 10cm of width per side. Resulting in an area of:

A = h ·w = 1.5 · 0.1 = 0.15m2 (.)

The literature suggests that the DLI wattage needed depends on the plant
and several other factors. The study focuses on leafy greens and herbs. For
these crops, the recomended values for DLI are - mol/m2/day []. In
order to determine the PPF needed for the luminaire the options for PPF
depending on the photoperiod are plotted for several values of DLI:

Figure .: PPF vs Photoperiod

This is the minimum PPF that the lighting system has to provide. Al-
though, a higher light output should be selected to ensure meeting the mini-
mum required.
There are several light technologies available in the market for plant

growth. The industry has adopted LED technology over the last decade
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[]. This adoption has occurred due to the improvement of LED technology.
The improvement has happened in aspects such as lumen per watt rating,
lifespan and customizability. However, the acquisition cost is higher than
other competing technologies such as fluorescent lights. In order to comply
with the PAR spectrum (the spectrum of light at which plants can perform
photosynthesis) LED colors are blended.
As explained earlier, the literature [] suggests plants prioritize growth

differently depending on the light spectrum. The first design option towards
controlling a luminaire equipped with  different channels is analyzed. These
 channels emit light at different spectra.
When driving LED there are two common design options for intensity

dimming. Firstly, the PWM dimming which consists on turning on and off
the LED strip at certain frequency. This dimming is achieved by defining
the duty cycle which is the percentage of time that the load is on. The main
design consideration in this approach is to have a sufficiently high switching
frequency so that the human eye is not able to perceive the switching. This
requirement is regularly easy to pass since the required frequency is around
 Hz. A more restrictive requirement is the switching frequency required
for video recording, which a common recommendation is to design over 
KHz. When recording PWM dimmed LEDs, artifacts can appear. This can be a
concern for the users and to sponsor the product. This first approach designs
a PWM dimming controller for a  channel common cathode luminaire:

Figure .: MOSFET driven LED luminaire

The circuit drives each of the channels with a MOSFET driven by a Gate
driver. The MOSFET type must be a P-channel since the led strip is driven by
common cathode. The dimmer is designed to handle a maximum of W per
channel at a supply voltage of  V. The dimming frequency is  KHz.
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In order to determine the maximum intensity that will flow per channel
the power equation is applied:

Imax =
Pmax
Vcc

=
75
24
= 3.125A (.)

With this requirement the MOSFET can be selected. During the compo-
nent selection IRFPbF was found with the following characteristics:

RDS(ON ) = 19.4mΩ (.)

RJA = 50
◦C/W (.)

QG = 38nC (.)
QGS2 = 3.5nC (.)
QGD = 6.4nC (.)

Since the lights are dimmed by means of PWM, the MOSFET’s Gate should be
switched as fast as possible to reduce the switching power losses. The current
driving this gate is chosen to be .A. The maximum theoretical switching
frequency of the MOSFET is:

fmax =
IG
QG

= 15.8MHz (.)

Given the parameters the Power dissipated by the transistor and the
consequent temperature increase is evaluated.

PT = PR + PSW (.)

Where PR is the power dissipated by theMOSFET due to the internal resistance.
PSW represents the switching losses.

PDC = I
2
max ·RDS(ON ) = 190mW (.)

PSW = Vcc
ID
IG
fSW (QGS2 +QGD ) = 12.4mW (.)

Pdis = 202.4mW (.)

The increase of temperature is then calculated:

∆T = Pdis ·RJA = 10.12◦C (.)

The gate driver has to be selected. The requirements up to this point are:

Vcc = 24V (.)
Vlogic = 3.3V (.)

fSW = 20KHz (.)
Iout = ±1.2A (.)
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IXN is found with the following characteristics:

Vccmax = 30V

Vhigh = 2.4V

Ioutmax = 1.5A

trise/f all = 20ns

The maximum frequency has to be checked:

fmaxdrive =
1

2 · tf all/rise
= 25MHz

This frequency is much higher than the one needed for the application.
To limit the gate current a resistance is placed. The value of the resistance

and the power dissipated is then calculated:

RG =
Vcc
IG
=
24
1.2

= 20Ω (.)

PRG = Vcc · IG · fsw · 2 · trise/f all = 20mW (.)

On the other hand, the other technique to control LEDs is by controlling
the current that flows through them. Light intensity increases monotonically
with respect to current. The big advantage is that there is no flickering in this
approach. The selected LED module is x Samsung LMB stripe K[].
From the datasheet we can see the lumens to amps relation.

Unit MIN. TYP. MAX.
Lumen lm lm lm
Kelvin K
CRI 
Voltage .V .V .V
Current mA mA mA

Table .: Luminaire specification

A current driver is designed for this module selecting A as the maximum
current. For lower intensities a PWM input controls the desired level. The
component selected for this task is AL. The resistor R15 determines the
% current setting.

I =
0.1
R15

A (.)

The resistor has been selected then to be .Ω so that I is  A. The freewheel-
ing diode has to close the circuit once the driver opens the circuit, since the
inductor keeps the current constant.
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Figure .: Constant current LED driver

This research has a focus on finding a design that satisfies the needs of
the stakeholders. At this point, the user does not require the growth to be
optimised by stressing the plant with several spectra. This is why the design
will include a single channel control. The selected luminaires provide  µ
mol/s per side which brings room for a wide range of DLI (see Figure .).

.. Thermometer subsystem

To prevent fire hazard the board has a subsystem that tracks the temperature
of the spots that are more prone to excessive heat build-up. The sensor will be
placed next to the component that dissipate most heat or represents a bigger
fire hazard.
The technology considered is NTC Thermistors. This technology is low

cost and suitable for limited range of temperature applications and tempera-
tures typically below ◦C[].
The resistance value has been selected in the range of hundreds of kΩ in

order to have a reduced consumption and to make the resistance of the traces
negligible compared to the thermistor values. In addition, a higher resistance
reduces the self heating effect error.
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Figure .: NTC Thermistor circuit

R14 = 100± 1kΩ (.)

RNTC = R0e
B
(
1
T −

1
T0

)
kΩ (.)

Vout = Vcc
RNTC

R14 +RNTC
(.)

There is regularly a trade off between conditioning the sensors to have a
linear response and using a more complex model that requires more computa-
tional resources. Since the computational power will not be exploited for this
application, the thermistor conditioning circuit will be as basic as possible.
The manufacturer provides a spreadsheet with temperature vs resistance
that can be stored in the flash memory so that the microcontroller can map
temperature from a given voltage.
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Figure .: Output voltage from thermistor voltage divider with respect to
temperature

Figure. shows how the circuit behaves from 15◦C to 100◦C. Since the
resistor R14 has been chosen to be close to the thermistor’s nominal value at
25◦C the behaviour of the circuit is linear in vicinity.
The sensitivity in the range [15,60] is:

S = ∆T
∆V

∣∣∣∣∣60◦C
15◦C

= −58.91
◦C
V

(.)

The circuit equation is:

T (V ) = S ·V + C (.)

In order to use this equation C has to be found:

C = 15◦C −S ·V (15◦C) = 135.34◦C (.)

.. Pumping subsystem

A controller for two pumps that work with PWM are present in the system. It
is only required to use the pump in one direction, this is why a half bridge
controller is selected as the topology.
The pump technology widely used for hydroponics is the peristaltic pump.

The fluid flows through a hose that moves due to peristalsis that consists of
the compression and relaxation of the hose []. Some of the big advantages
of this technology is that there is no contamination from the pump since the
pump is not in direct contact with the liquid and that the pump can work
while no liquid is present in the hose. From the electrical point of view, this
type of pump, in the size suitable for this application comes as a brushed DC
motor.
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Figure .: Peristaltic pump (picture by Blue White Industries)

These pumps are regularly available at  DCV or  DCV. The design
consideration that has been followed is to match the voltage supply of the
lighting subsystem in order to minimize the step down circuits that need to
be developed or acquired. The research suggests that a peristaltic pump for
this application will draw around 3W . To bring flexibility to the design a
Wmotor is considered the minimum. In order to control the flow a PWM
controlled semiconductor topology is chosen over a mechanical one.
The topology considered first is an N-Chanel MOSFET with the DC-motor

of the pump the drain of the MOSFET. Since the motor is an inductive load, a
flyback diode is present in parallel to it. A V power supply is considered in
the first design option.

Figure .: MOSFET controlled pump circuit

For the component selection the starting point is to determine the current
ID and voltage maximum voltage that the MOSFET can block Vdss. Firsly,
the ID , which is the current that flows through the motor and MOSFET from
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Drain terminal to Source.

ID =
10W
12V

= 840mA (.)

The Vdss should be at least % higher than the Vcc that supplies the motor.

Vdss ≥ 1.2 ·Vcc = 14.4V (.)

Given these requirements, three possibilities of MOSFET are found:

Name NTRN NTEN PMFXNE
Vdss   

Vdss/Vcc % % %
CRSS(pF)   .

RDSon(VGS = 3.3V )mΩ   
PDresistive(mW )   
PDswitching(mW ) . . .
PDtotal(mW )   
RθJA(K/W )   
∆T (K)   
Price(e) . . .

Table .: MOSFET selection

Where PDresistive and PDswitching were calculated as follows:

PDresistive = I
2
D ·RDSON (.)

PDswitching = CRSS ·V 2cc · fsw · ID /IG (.)

The maximum switching frequency is KHz, and the gate current IG is
designed to be 10mA.

Motor driver IC The market offers integrated circuits for this specific appli-
cation that reduces the number of parts needed for the application driving
costs low related to functionality. The research concludes that DRVNPWPR
is a valid component for the application.
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Figure .: Pump Driver circuit

The IC brings the possibility to power the system at more than V. This
is a valuable feature since the lighting subsystem might need a higher input
voltage in the case of having a longer luminaire. In addition, this component
can control  unidirectional DC motors with a single component, in this
application a reverse drive of the motors would not bring much value. The
component is suited of a hall sensor to detect overcurrent. This functionality
plays an important role in safety.
It has been chosen to use the motor driver IC since it brings less points of

failure and more flexibility to the system. In addition, in the manufacturing
process the pick and place machine will have a reduced amount of parts to
add to the reel and to place in the board.

Trace and wire gauge considerations In order to match the LED module
voltage a minimum voltage of V is considered. The pumps draw amaximum
of W. Hence, if a higher voltage is used to deliver this power, the current
flowing through this traces will be lower. Thus, if the trace width is designed
for a larger current the design would just be oversized. On the other hand,
while the voltage increases the insulation between power lines increases as
well.

n l is the length of the trace. The design choice is that the length will be
. times the longest dimension of the PCB, i.e mm

n e is the maximum voltage drop in the trace. It has been chosen to be
%.

n Idrivermax is peak current rating for the motor driver, i.e . A. The
system requirement is lower, although, if the design is changed into
e.g. one single pump with a tube branching, the power rating would
be higher.

n ρ is the resistivity of copper.
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n h is the height of copper in the trace ( oz or .mm)

w =
l · ρ · Idrivermax
V · e · h

= 1mm (.)

.. Tank subsystem

From section .. in the requirement A.. it specifies that the lowest water
level will be sensed. The pumping system will not be triggered if the level
is too low. Furthermore, in the requirement A.. "The reservoir has enough
water to sustain the plant between service visits" This requirement relates to the
water level sensor placement.
The component selected is the non invasive XKC-Y-TV. This tech-

nology was selected over others because the sensor is placed outside the
tank. Furthermore, due to the irregular shape of the tank, the other sensor
technologies would need to be adapted or tailor made for the tank.

Figure .: Non-contact liquid level sensor

The sensor outputs a signal when the liquid level is low. This signal is as
high as the input. The design choice made was to feed the sensor with the
supply voltage. To shift the level down to .v from the v of the power
supply a level shifter must be designed.

Voltage divider The assumption is that the resistor has a % tolerance
resistors.
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Figure .: Liquid level sensor Voltage Divider

Vcc = 24V (.)
Is = 5mA (.)
tol = 5% (.)

Vlogic = 3.3V (.)

Vlogicmin = 2.7V (.)

R2 =
Vlogic
Is

= 4KΩ (.)

R1 =
Vcc
Is

−R2 = 570Ω (.)

The tolerance has to be taken into account the worst cases have to be
calculated.

Vlogicmin(R1min ,R2max ) = 2.7V (.)

Vlogicmin(R1max ,R2min) = 3.5V (.)

The values are between limits. Therefore, the % tolerance is suitable
for the application. Since the values have already been obtained, in order to
determine the packaging of the resistors, the power has to be calculated.

PdR = I
2
s · (R1min +R2min) = 137.42mW (.)
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Resistor - Zener step down Another option that is considered is the follow-
ing:

Figure .: Resistor / Zener level shifter

The Zener diode keeps the voltage at . V and the resistor limits the
current that flows through the diode. This circuit brings robustness since the
diode will sink current as needed to keep the voltage at the required level.
The overall power consumption of this circuit is:

Is = (24− 3.3)/3.9 = 5.31 (.)

PRz = I
2
s · 3.9 = 110mW (.)

PdZ = PRz + Is · 3.3) = 127.38mW (.)

As we can see there is no clear difference between the power consumption.
The decision is made then according to availability of components. For the
first circuit the fabrication house does not have resistors of sufficiently close
resistance values at the required package size. On the other hand, the Zener
circuit components are available. Therefore, the chosen circuit is the Zener
circuit. The resistor selected is a 3.9kΩ SMD  /W.

.. Medium moisture subsystem

This subsystem senses the relative humidity of the growth medium of the
plant. It brings redundancy to the water level sensor since it detects dry
pumping.

.. Nutrient pump

This subsystem will pump a liquid solution of nutrients to the main tank
bringing the possibility to extend the service period. If the customers fill the
tank with water, the system can pump nutrients and there is no need for the
technician to come.
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.. MCU

This subsystem is sized according to the requirements of the other subsystems.
It generates the signals that control the actuators and reads the output of the
sensor.

Programming port In order to provide a programming interface with the
board a pin header port is present in the board. The USB to UART circuit will
not be present in the board to reduce costs. The most common USB to UART
drivers are from FTDI.

Figure .: FTDI Driver

From the ESP Documentation: "esptool.py can automatically enter the
bootloader on many boards by using the RTS and DTR modem status lines to
toggle GPIO and EN automatically." []
The connections are then routed in the following way:

Figure .: Programming Port

In this way the personnel can connect with minimum effort to the machine.

. V regulator A step down circuit has to be designed in order to power
the processing unit. The input voltage to the system is V and the processing
unit works at .V. There is a tradeoff between choosing a linear regulator and
a switching regulator. The requirements given in the ESP datasheet []
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recommend a minimum current for the power supply of mA, an average
current of mA and a voltage between . and . V.
The first option to be studied is the linear regulator.

Figure .: Linear voltage regulator

The power equations for the linear regulator are:

PD = (Vin −Vout) · Iout (.)
PD = (24− 3.3) · 0.08 = 1.65W (.)
Pout = 3.3 · 0.5 = 264mW (.)

The first consideration is that the package has to dissipate .W. Linear
regulators can be found in TO- packages (e.g LMET-.) with thermal
resistances of 77.9◦C/W giving us an temperature of more than 100◦C over
the ambient temperature. This value can be acceptable from a safety point
of view. Nevertheless, the matter should also be addressed later from the
sustainability point of view. In addition, it is clear that the power losses are
rather high with respect to the output power. Another way to see this is by
calculating the efficiency:

ηlinear =
Vout
Vin

=
3.3
24
= 13.75% (.)

The second option is a switching regulator. This topology might imply
EMC issues if not taken care of properly. For this reason an off-the-shelf buck
converter was chosen to ensure compatibility. The chosen component to be
used for comparison is the LMZMVSILR. This device has an efficiency
of % []. In order to choose the device, the power loss cost and impact
has to be calculated. The electricity price taken for the study is ce = 0.20/kWh
[].

cbuck(t) = cbuck(0) +
1− ηbuck
ηbuck

· Iout ·Vout · ce · t (.)

clinear(t) = clinear(0) + Pdlinear · ce · t (.)
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Figure .: Comparative cost over time: Linear vs Buck regulator

The figure . shows how the linear regulator implies a higher cost over
time than the buck converter even if the acquisition cost is higher for the buck
converter.

... ESP DWD

ESPWROOM is equipped with an ESP DWD. This is the lowest level
that the hardware development can explore before getting into microelec-
tronics. This module needs several other components in order to operate
properly:

n Voltage regulator
n Flash memory
n Oscillator
n Antenna

Flash memory A flash memory is necessary in order to store the program
binaries in a non-volatile memory. The ATSF, suited with Mbit mem-
ory, has been selected. It can be controlled by SPI modes  and . The ESP
supports these modes. The operating voltage of this flash memory is .V -
.V making it suitable for the voltage level (.V). This memory is provided
in several different types of packages:

n -lead SOIC (-mil and -mil)
n -pad Ultra Thin DFN ( x  x .mm and  x  x .mm)
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n -lead TSSOP ( x mm)
n Die in wafer form

Figure .: Flash memory connection

The selected packaging is the -lead SOIC since it offers more accessible leads
in case debugging is performed. Although this could also be an argument for
the -lead TSSOP, the decision has been made due to the stock in Digikey. This
package comply with the preference of SMD over THC for this development.

Figure .: Crystal Oscillator circuit

Crystal Oscillator In order to comply with the section ... External
Clock Source (Compulsory), a Crystal oscillator of MHz ±10ppm has to
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be selected. The fabrication house works with LCSC. This supplier has
XE which complies with the requirements. This component
needs a load impedance of 12pF for which capacitors need to be calculated[]:

CL =
C1 ·C2
C1 +C2

+Cstray (.)

This equation provides the load capacitance CL given input and output
capacitors and the stray capacitance present due to the traces that connect
the microcontroller to the oscillator. This stray capacitance it is estimated
to be pF. The values for C1 and C2 that both comply with the 12pF and are
available from the supplier is 12pF.

Antenna The price reduction by choosing a lower level of development is
that antenna matching and other considerations have to be designed. The
documentation[] does not provide specific components in order to match
the impedance of the antenna and the ESP pin. Although, the output
impedance is known (+j). The antenna selected is not a PCB antenna
even though it could lower the costs since it would mean less parts in the
design. Instead a wired flat patch antenna is selected to ensure that reception
is satisfactory. The casing of the system is metallic, making it difficult to
communicate through WiFi with a PCB antenna.

Figure .: Wired flat patch antenna

This antenna has already been matched to be 50Ω. Therefore, the parts to
be considered for the impedance matching is the microstrip line and the mod-
ule pin which has an impedance of +j. The need to match impedances is
to avoid reflection and maximize power transfer over a channel. To model the
trace, the microstrip model is used.
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Figure .: Microstrip model

In order to determine the microstrip trace width the layer stackup has
to be known. The stackup describes the layers properties and dimensions.
Impedance matching becomes a difficult task when designing two layer PCB.
This is why a  layer PCB is selected.

Layer Material type Thickness
Top Layer Copper .mm
Prepreg  .mm

Inner Layer Copper .mm
Core Core .mm

Inner Layer Copper .mm
Prepreg  .mm

Bottom Layer Copper .mm

The manufacturer provides an online tool to calculate the width of the
trace given the Stackup and the desired impedance. The output of this tool is
. mil which is . mm. The next step is to determine the matching
circuit for the pin. The topology selected is an L network. By means of
SimSmith, a simulation program, the system can be simulated.

https://cart.jlcpcb.com/impedanceCalculation

https://cart.jlcpcb.com/impedanceCalculation
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Figure .: SimSmith

The matching network establishes the impedance to  ohm. This match-
ing network will be placed near the pin. The smith chart provides a graphical
representation of the impedance matching network impact.

Figure .: Smith Chart

User programmable buttons The board has  programmable push buttons
that can be used to control the system. In order to prevent rebound when the
button is pushed a circuit is designed and simulated.
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Figure .: RC filtered push button

In figure . the button is filtered with an RC circuit. V simulates
the .V power supply from the board and V simulates a user pushing
the button. For this simulation the Spice simulator in KiCAD is used. The
transient analysis is presented in Figure .

Figure .: Button filtered response

The response shows how the push button is low pass filtered.

LED indicators The board should have some way to indicate the status by
on-board LEDs. It has been decided that  LEDs could express pump status
and other valuable parameters. The NCDR have been selected. These
LEDs are low power red leds that can be driven with .V. From the curves
in the datasheet we find that for an operation of % to % of the LED’s

https://datasheet.lcsc.com/szlcsc/1912191206_Foshan-NationStar-Optoelectronics-NCD0805R1_
C84256.pdf

https://datasheet.lcsc.com/szlcsc/1912191206_Foshan-NationStar-Optoelectronics-NCD0805R1_C84256.pdf
https://datasheet.lcsc.com/szlcsc/1912191206_Foshan-NationStar-Optoelectronics-NCD0805R1_C84256.pdf
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light intensity the current has to be between  to mA. For these current
points the forward voltage is .V.

RLED =
(3.3− 1.9)
12.5

= 112Ω (.)

A resistor available by the supplier has to be found. The immediately upper
value is 120Ω which means that the current through the LED would be .
mA (within range)

Figure .: On-board LEDs

In order to control the startup time of the Wifi Module, an RC circuit is
recommended. DC-DC converters require a startup time, for this reason, the
delay RC circuit is designed. The documentation[] shows the threshold of
the enable pin to determine the values for the RC circuit.

.. MCU tradeoff matrix

In order to decide between design computing units, a tradeoff matrix is
created. A tradeoffmatrix is useful tool for product development. It weighs
different positive criteria that describe how the product is envisioned. Then
the design options are scored (- in this case). The categories are presented
in the following table:

Aquisition cost* Serviceability Manufacturability Remote update Early stage reliability
Weight     

Normalised weight % % % % %

Table .: Tradeoffmatrix parameters

*The acquisition costs include the design specific components needed for
operation.
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Particle Argon ESP (board) ESPWROOM (SMD) ESP embedded

Aquisition cost*
e e .e e
 . . .

Serviceability    
Manufacturability    
Remote update    

Early stage reliability    
Weighted score . . . .

Table .: MCU tradeoffmatrix

.. Sensors

In the following sections, the pH, moisture and EC sensors are studied. The
main concern is if there is a real need for these sensors to be present in the
system. Hydroponics systems are normally equipped with at least PH and EC
in order to regulate the nutrient levels present in the solution. This system
has a capacity of less than L and is serviced every  weeks. Therefore,
during service, all these parameters will be adjusted. The cost of including an
interface in the PCB to install these sensors is negligible. Thus, the possibility
of connecting these external sensors will be present but not fully integrated.
This connection brings the possibility to test how the open loop system works
and if service visits can be spaced in time.

Available Space In order to develop the PCB the maximum dimensions,
location actuators and sensors have to determined.

Figure .: Electronics housing

The PCB will be located on the left side and the power supply at the right
side. At the left side of the PCB the connectors for one of the pumps and level
sensor will be placed. At the right side, the connectors for input voltage from
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the power supply, connector for the LED luminaires and the other pump will
be placed. Since the PCB is surrounded by stainless steel, PCB antennas are
not considered. Therefore, an external antenna will be used. This antenna
will be placed in the upper part of the PCB.

 . system specification

After the research and the design section, the system specification is resem-
bled.

Input Voltage - VDC
Input Power W
Lumen (max)  Lm

Light temperature  K
Number of independent light channels  or 
DC pump max power per channel W

Liquid flow per pump mL/min
Number of level sensors 
Programming interface UART FTDI

Memory MB
Logic level .V

 . test definition

.. Test 

Description: Program a PWM output from  to  % and register the
response of each pump.

Outcome: Annotate the minimum PWM at which the pump dispenses water.

Associated requirement: A..

.. Test 

Description: On an empty tank, give a pump command.

Outcome: Success if the pump does not run

Associated requirement: A..
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.. Test 

Description: Determine the desired moisture level by pumping water and
reading the moisture level outputs at different humidity levels. This test
should be performed at different heights in the growth medium and for each
growth medium type.

Outcome: At least an output of dry condition and a humid condition.

Associated requirement: A..

.. Test 

Description: At tank low level condition: record the moisture level until
the system fail to maintain operation. Adjust height for  days of operation.

Outcome: Level sensor height.

Associated requirement: A..

.. Test 

Description: Use test point  (TP) from the board to check water sensor.

Outcome: Output high for low water level.

Associated requirement: A..

.. Test 

Description: Give an ON/OFF command to the lights.

Outcome: The lights follow the command.

Associated requirement: B..

.. Test 

Description: Define a schedule for the lights. Check if schedule is followed.

Outcome: Validation of schedule.

Associated requirement: B..
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.. Test 

Description: Connect AC power meter to UART or  wire interface on
board. Obtain power matrix by sending commands to each of the actuators
(at different PWM duty cycles).

Outcome: Power characterization.

Associated requirement: E..

.. Test 

Description: The water usage is calculated by storing the refill date and the
date when a low level is detected. Given the shape of the tank an estimate is
given to the user.

Outcome: Water consumption.

Associated requirement: E...
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Results

 . mvp

The MVP was the starting point of this research. It resembled the main fea-
tures that the initial team determined. After that iteration was manufactured,
the user input was possible and the need extraction was performed.

 . iteration  : sector pcb

Figure .: Iteration  Front View

This iteration has a manufacturing dimension of xmm. The mini-
mum rectangle that can contain the PCB is used since it is how the fabrication
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Figure .: Iteration  Back View

house calculates the cost. The total number of components is  and the
total number of unique components is . There is still room for parts con-
solidation (e.g capacitors, resistors and diodes). This consolidation could
reduce the number of unique components by . The antenna type is a PCB
antenna whose signal strength should be tested inside the casing. This board
relies on  and  volts power supplies and then an onboard buck converter
steps down the voltage to .V. This board has the possibility of driving 
V pumps with  routed outputs:  for water pumps and  for nutrient
concentrated solution. A  layer board has been selected since no impedance
controlled routing is needed. With regards to light, it can drive W per
channel via PWM at a frequency of kHz.

 . iteration  : esp wroom

Figure .: Iteration : Front View
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Figure .: Iteration : Back View

The second iteration provides the same functionality as the first one in a
rectangular shape. This increases the used spaced vs manufacturing space
since it has a rectangular shape. Furthermore, the power supply voltage levels
is only V keeping the .V buck converter. This is possible by switching
to a V pump. The dimensions of the PCB are x mm. The number of
parts is almost the same as the previous iteration.
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 . iteration  : esp dwd

Figure .: Iteration : Front View
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Figure .: Iteration : Back View

The final iteration is  x mm. It has  components with  being unique
components. The antenna type in this iteration was switched to an off-board
antenna so that it can be routed out of the casing. This PCB still can be ran at
V but due to the LED current controller it can be driven at V bringing
more flexibility to the input. It has LED current control so that flickering
does not occur while recording videos at high frames per second. It does not
provide a nutrient pump output. This board is a  layer board since the WiFi
antenna requires impedance controlled traces. The light current rating is  A
with  independent channels.

The price for  PCB is .$. This only accounts for the board itself.
In addition, PCB assembly needs to be performed. The total cost for the
components available in JLCPCB is e. The component price is collected in
the table bellow:
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Uploaded BOM Data Review Matched Parts
Designator Comment Footprint Qty Unit Price

L .nH Inductor L_  $.
L .nH Inductor L_  $.

U
ATSF-SSHD-X -Mbit, .V
Minimum SPI Serial Flash Memory

with Dual-I/O and Quad-I/O Support, SOIC-

SOIC-_.x.mm
P.mm

 $.

C .pF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.
SW,SW,SW,SW TSACEB Push button switch TSACEB  $.

C uF Polarized capacitor
CP_EIA--

Kemet-D
 $.

D D_Zenerv Zener diode SOD-  $.

Y

MHZ ±PPM
TSX-

Four pin crystal,
GND on pins  and 

Crystal_SMD_
SeikoEpson
TSX-

Pin_.x.mm

 $.

RT NTC-KR R_  $.
R,R,R  Resistor R__Metric  $.
D,D,D led LED_  $.

R K Resistor R_  $.

C uF Unpolarized capacitor
CP_EIA--

Kemet-T
 $.

R R Resistor R_  $.
C nF/.V(%) Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.

C,C,C,C,C uF-V Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.
C nF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.

D,D,D D_Schottky Schottky diode DO-AC  $.
R .K Resistor R_  $.

C,C pF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.
C .nF/.V(%) Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.
C uF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.
R K Resistor R_  $.

C,C,C,C,C,C uF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.
R  Resistor R_  $.

R,R,R .R Resistor R_  $.
R k Resistor R_  $.

R,R,R,R,R,R,R k Resistor R_  $.
R R Resistor R_  $.
C nF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.

C,C,C uF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.
C,C,C,C,C,C,
C,C,C,C,C

pF Unpolarized capacitor C_  $.

The table bellow collects the components not available by the manufac-
turer. The total cost is . e.

Designator Comment Footprint Quantity Unit price (€) TOTAL (€)

IC ESP-DWDQ
QFN--EP_XMM_P.MM
EP.X.MM_THERMALVIAS

 . .

IC,IC,IC ALMP- LED LIGHTING DRIVERS SOPPX-N  . .
L,L,L UH INDUCTOR L_BOURNS-SRN  . .
U LMZMV A LMZM  . .
IC DRVNPWPR SOPPX-N  . .
U LIQUIDLEVEL_XKCYTV JST_GH_SMB-GHS-TB_X  . .

Y MHZ ±PPM TSX-
CRYSTAL_SMD_SEIKOEPSON

TSX
 . .

J -WIRE SENSOR GENERIC CONNECTOR, SINGLE ROW, X PINHEADER_X_P._DRILL.MM  . .
J LEVEL OPERATION GENERIC CONNECTOR, SINGLE ROW, X PINHEADER_X_P.MM_VERTICAL  . .

M, M PUMP DC MOTOR MOLEX_MICRO-FIT_._-  . .
AE ANTENNA_SHIELD ANTENNAWITH EXTRA PIN FOR SHIELDING TE_-  . .
J INPUT V GENERIC SCREW TERMINAL, SINGLE ROW, X TERMINALBLOCK_X_P.MM  . .
J UART GENERIC CONNECTOR, SINGLE ROW, X PINSOCKET_X_P.MM_VERTICAL  . .
F A FUSE FUSE_  . .
J LIGHTS GENERIC CONNECTOR, SINGLE ROW, X, MOLEX_MICRO-FIT_-_X  . .

The number of pads in the board is  that at a cost of .$ per pad
sums . cents
Overall, the total cost for a board is:
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PCB .e
JLCPCB COMPONENTS e
OTHER COMPONENTS .e

TOTAL .e

 . cost comparison

Since the third iteration has been found to be the most suitable for the appli-
cation, it will be compared to determine if there has been an improvement in
acquisition cost.

Figure .: Relative acquisition cost MVP vs Iteration 

An important part to be optimised is the installation time. The previ-
ous system could be assembled in  hours whereas the intended system is
estimated to be assembled in minutes.
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Discussion

The aim of this research was to extract the most important features that are
needed for Hollbium AB to deliver a proper system to their customers and
design a system that addresses the user needs paying attention to scalability
and cost effectiveness.
The results indicate that a substantial cost and part count reduction design

has been achieved. A lower part count implies that less errors during assembly
and possible failure spots. The analysis confirms that a decrease in at least
% in components and assembly cost has been achieved for at least the same
functionality.
Energy efficiency has been a major concern during development (e.g.

switching instead of linear regulators, LED luminaires instead of other tech-
nologies). In further designs an LCA driven design would make it more
feasible and realistic to reach as many of the sustainability goals as possible.
A large amount of components to be tracked have been used in this design.
The transparency on the carbon footprint associated to them is rather opaque.
It is unclear if using one component over another is more sustainable or if it
means a lower carbon footprint.
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Conclusion

The research has successfully determined the requirements to ensure that
the edible plants grow with the needed conditions. The requirements have
been used to define the product and to develop a reduced production cost and
scalable design. The analysis of this design shows that a clear reduction in
production cost and assembly time has been achieved. A key part of the de-
velopment is to provide a validation framework that assists in understanding
whether the design meets the requirements at different levels.
More initiatives that promote individuals to grow their own food are key

to a more sustainable future and resilient cities that can overcome a food
supply shortage.
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